VA N E R UJ KOV
FULL-STACK SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
mail: hypomicro@gmail.com
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web: vezilka.dev

|

git: github.com/vezilka

PROFILE
I’m a software engineer who enjoys working at the intersection of development and design. I build modern websites and apps that
provide intuitive user interfaces, while also being scalable and efficient under the hood. I’ve picked up quite a few skills during the
course of my studies, and work to improve these skills everyday while constantly learning in this ever-changing field!

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

EXPERTISE

Web Developer & IT consultant @ NDC Skopje

Programming Languages

March 2006 - Present // Skopje, Macedonia
› Developing and publishing highly interactive web and mobile applications with a scalable
backend.

JavaScript, HTML, CSS/Sass, Dart,
Python, PHP, MySQL

› Building and integrating WordPress websites that are tailor made for the specific needs of the
organization.
› Administration and maintenance of multiple server and software service instances.

Web Developer @ Dymatrix Consulting GmbH
Feb 2014 - Aug 2017 // Hamburg, Germany
› Prototyping the client’s idea and iterated with fellow engineers on crafting a bespoke user
experience on the web.
› Working with a variety of different platforms and frameworks such as JavaScript, PHP, HTML
and CSS3 to build the website.
› Communicate with multi-disciplinary teams of engineers, testers, legal, and clients on a daily
basis focused on customer feedback.

Web Developer @ Nansen Center for Peace and Dialogue
Jan 2014 - Jan 2015 // Lillehammer, Norway
› Website redesign while maintaining security and making shure that the site is performant and
reliable.

Libraries & Frameworks
jQuery, React, Gatsby, Vue, Node.js,
Express, Django, Flask, Cordova,
Electron, Ionic, Flutter

Tools & Platforms
Git, Gulp, Webpack, Netlify,
Wordpress, Firebase, OneSignal

Design
Sketch, Figma, InDesign, Illustrator

E DU CAT I O N
SEE University

2002 - 2005 // Tetovo, Macedonia

Computer Center at Computer
Education and Sciences faculty.

› Maintaining the same level at Google Page Rank after the update.

High School

› Interfacing with office representatives on a monthly basis, providing technical support and
software training.

Mathematics gymnasium diploma

Web Developer @ Nandsen Dialogue Network
Nov 2010 - Mar 2013 // Lillehammer, Norway
› Write modern, performant, maintainable code for an array of international offices in the Balkans
and their internal projects.
› Help to define and solidify the brand direction for NDN, the organization online presence and
marketing.
› Interfacing with organizations on a monthly basis, providing technological expertise and
software training for the staff.

Community Mentor @ NDC Skopje
Mar 2006 - May 2008 // Skopje, Macedonia
› Assist and mentor elementary school students on Basic and Advanced courses in Information
Technology.
› Worked closely with other facilitators to organize physical meetups, facilitate worskhops,
develop, document, and deliver the worskhop content.

Community Mentor @ Gimex
Sep 2005 - Feb 2006 // Tetovo, Macedonia
› Organize and facilitate workshops in an array of IT areas for course members to develop their
skills and knowledge on specific tools and technologies.
› Present a platform for active members to showcase their solutions in production enviorments,
thus gaining practical experience and inspiring more members to enroll, learn and apply their
technical skills.

1998 - 2002 // Tetovo, Macedonia

P R OJ E C TS
Education Platform for
Teachers and Educators
Online platform for educators and
teachers for sharing media rich
educational resources. Built as a
complete content management
system with user login and
registration.

Phrasebook App
Bilingual phrasebook app for
Android & iOS featuring different
dialogues with audio and visual
feedback to learn and handle the
most common expressions in each
language.

INTERESTS
Hi-Fi Audio, hiking, digital art,
electronics.

